elicio
IGP MEDITERRANEAN

Fruity and easy drinking wines,
to be enjoyed spontaneously.
ELICIO RED 2013/2014
GRENACHE 50% - MERLOT 50%

Ruby red with hints of blue. The expressive nose
reveals notes of red and black fruit jam and a
touch of sweet pepper. The palate is full and
honest, balanced with fine, dense tannins. It
presents dark, ripe fruits (blackberry and bilberries) alongside a sweet spiciness. A pleasant
freshness lifts the fruit character in the finish
making a very enjoyable wine overall. with your
everyday meals or by itself.
Serve at 16° or cooler in the summer (14°)
with light dishes and fresh cheeses.
ELICIO ROSÉ 2014
GRENACHE 70% - CINSAULT 30%

Bright, pale pink hues. The nose is simple and
bright with a pleasant intensity of small red
fruits (grenadine and redcurrants). The palate
is well balanced combining a rich texture with
refreshing acidity. The red fruit character
persists onto the palate with a hint of tangy
lactose (yoghurt). A very pleasing thirstquencher.
Serve well chilled (8°) as an aperitif, with
friends or to accompany salads, barbecues
and more exotic flavours.
ELICIO WHITE 2014
VERMENTINO 100%

Pale lemon with green hues. The nose is
concentrated and fresh with notes of citrus and
tropical fruits (pineapple). The palate is fruity,
refreshing and concentrated with a continuation of the citrus and fruit character. This is an
extremely pleasant wine, with a ripe, sweet
fruit flavour balanced by a refreshing citric
acidity. Very versatile, it can be consumed on
its own as an aperitif or it would also pair
admirably with light meals including salad,
white meats or grilled fish.
Serve well chilled (9-10°)
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